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One of the items of worship for Lord Shiva was to
offer prayers to the God, in the form of a chant or
a composition of poetry in his praise. This chant is
called aShastra and we know it as Ashtakam. The
composition of poems praising the Lord were
written in Sanskrit language. Only after a
thousand years could these compositions be
written in other languages. These devotional
songs, in praise of the various incarnations of God
(in one form or another), as well as the form of
chant, have become popular among the South
Indian Hindus. Thus, the composition of Ashtakam
is written in the form of a composition of short
verse, in this case, in Tamil. Hence, the people of
Tamilnadu compose or sing their Ashtakam in
Tamil. When a village or a temple is built, the
moolavar (icon of the chief god) is always
provided with a recording of the Ashtakam and
this is called முத்தைகள். The people sing this
Ashtakam in their homes. The moolavar is offered
Ashtakam in the morning after the prayers and in
the evening after the rituals. The Sanskrit Poet,
Appar, who flourished in the 7th century, was a
profound scholar, a profound thinker, the author
of many hymns, the protector of the Tamil
language and the Tamil Music. This is the reason
that it is his compositions that are sung in the
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Temple during the Chaththi Festival and special
presentations. He composed pooja padigams for
Temple Doors, for the decorators and he also
composed the introduction of the Saiva
Siddhantha. The Ashtakam which is composed in
praise of Lord Shiva, is actually dedicated to Lord
Siva. The Pooja Padigams which are composed in
praise of Lord Siva, are known as Padaishttu. This
is the first Ashtakam which was sung in praise of
Lord Siva. It is composed in praise of Siva before
He assumed the form of Linga. Hence, it is called
Lakshmi Pooja Padigams. It was sung in Saivaite
temples only.
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hello! hi! thank you for the post. i am looking for
the lyrics of swamiji's gyan as well. i am from

india and i have been searching for it for a long
long time. if anybody could give me the link, id be

really grateful :) thanks a lot! dear all, firstly,
thank you for providing the lyrics in pdf format.
actually, i am doing my project on kandaswamy

temple. my aim is to make a music video of
kandaswamy temple. therefore, i need those lyrics
only to create the background music for the same.

unfortunately, my family members are lazy to
search for those lyrics and give it to me. so, i

come to know about this website. thank you so
much for providing these lyrics. i will make a

sheet music of these as we have participated in a
song carnival contest recently (the song is by smt.

sukanya rajan) and i would like to sing those
songs in the carnival. one of my friends had
suggested this website to me for the same

purpose. he has some experience in carnavals, so
i gave him the url for the same. i am just getting
into carnavals and can't sing properly, so i need

these lyrics to make the background music of the
sing-a-longs. even if i get time later on, i will
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surely visit your website to look for the lyrics. so, i
am returning you a big thank you for helping us.

it's really very helpful. thanks.your
sincerely,satheesh helllo meera, thanks for giving
me a very good site on which we can get all our

queries answered. i would like to share my
experience with u on this site. we come from

mumbai and my neice used to sing this lullaby for
my dad. i want to sing this lullaby for my kids too.
can u pls help me in the same? i just want to sing

this tamil song in marathi for my kids. i do not
know the song in marathi. satheesh 5ec8ef588b
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